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YANKEE KIPPERS SWAMP BANDITS
The Yankee Kippers blasted 19 hits, 10 of which wore extra-base blows, off

the bandits starting hurler Jim Ustynoski, and reliefer Roy Athorholt for a final
total of 17 runs and their second straight victory of the current campaign.

Cal Shipman, the Kipper's rubber-armed ace, displayed the same sooed and
stuff that highlighted his first victory earlier this season. "Big Cal" tied
the Bandits down for the first It innings with an exhibition of control pitching
that prevented a single hit. In the sth inning, however, the Bandits flashed
a little of the strategy they showed in their impressive rout of Vets the week
before. Manager Mike Evancho gave the bunt signal to Yankoski, who led off in
the sth, and the gamble worked to ruin Shipman's bid for a no-hitter. Yannes
was safe on an error and successive walks to Ustynoski, Mistiszyn and Sarkas gave
the Bandits their 3 runs,

The Kipper's didn't even wait for the ball to get dirty before they started
slapping it all over the field. Pete Pavuk led off in the first innxng with a
booming double. A fielder's choice, an error, a base on balls, two more doubles
by Kerutis and William and Ed Eiaininger s single put the Kipper's ahead 6-0 in
the first inning. It was four innings and 17 runs later before Roy Athcrholt
came on and finally halted the one-sided hitting spree* Through exhaustion the
Kippers wont scoreless for the remaining three frames leaving the final score
17 to 3.

AN OPEN LETTER TO MELVIN
Dear Melvin,

Down boyl
I would like to thank you for the

B was beginning to get a bit worried.
timely invitation to the Hay Day Dance.

I'm wearing a white gown—orchids would go well with it, don't you
think?

Sincerely,
Chippy
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NOTICE: „ „ , lt

Meeting of the entire COLLEGIAN STAFF today, sth period, in ur, Grubb's
office. Please be present.


